
TOUCHWAND
you are at home
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Understanding the rapid evolvement 
of Home automation into the wireless 
systems, TouchWand® created the 
perfect execution solution, providing full 
Eco-System Smart Home Solution. 
You will enjoy a stable, all in one, 
plug & play system, enabling smooth 
convergence between all units, Switch, 
Controller or a Sensor. 
Today we present you with tomorrow’s 
state of the art Touchwand® - Wanderful® 
Eco-System controller. 

Wanderful® Controller leads the Z-Wave 
market to new visions. Easy installation 
enables the customer easy self-update of 
smart scenarios and receive online secure 
updates using our web based cloud.
Touchwand® In-Wall variety applications 
support provides you with stock flexibility 
at all times. Using the same unit for multi 
functions applications (Lights/Motors/
RGBW) takes the essence of inventory 
planning.
Easily upgrade to TouchWand® Smart 
Switch with endless state of the art 
replaceable panel options, will win 
customer satisfaction and loyalty.
We invite you to Wand the process with 
TouchWand® 
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12.5 cm 9 cm

FLUSH-MOUNTING BOX
106x71 mm - 3 modules

FLUSH-MOUNTING BOX
60 mm

Z-WAVE SWITCH
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Door Bell Audio Light and Scenario 
switch

Heater/ A/C

Turn on Turn off All off
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Z-WAVE SWITCH
Choose Your Panel
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ART COLLECTION
Choose Your Panel
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CHILDREN COLLECTION
Choose Your Panel
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TEXTURE COLLECTION
Choose Your Panel
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Installed behind the switch (internal units) and 
include two find our match any existing switch and 
regular home.
Each unit is multi-functional options variety:

  Shutter operation
 Two lighting circuits
 Lighting Scenario

Easy and simple Installation & set up.

Many controllers are in the market. Yet, very few save you 
time and cost as Wanderful®.
It is preconfigured to support electricity Z-wave products, AV 
systems, Z-wave sensors, HVAC systems and much more.
Wanderful® Z-Wave based controller using Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth connectivity, you only need to plug & play the unit 
and add it to the smart home network.
Our self-made scenario system allows the customer to self-
manage & control the house.
Pair & Adapt is the major add-on 
You can pair any Touchwand® product to smoothly position in 
the right screen your PC smartphone or tablet.
Wanderful® controller is also pair able with numerous of other 
Z-Wave products for interoperability time saving.
Should you decide to connect to our web based cloud, 
Wanderful® will be updated with the most current 
configurations available.
Change the glass front panel of TouchWand® glass smart 
switch is even easier – just add more options and buttons 
to any TouchWand® glass smart switch and Wanderful® will 
update its functionality.

Z-WAVE SWITCH WANDERFUL® CONTROLLER
In-Wall Universal unit
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When it comes to safety – ‘if there is a doubt there is no 
doubt’.
Wanderful® special scenarios system allows you to add the 
sensors at ease and use it wisely to make the most secure 
‘What If Option’ out of Wanderful® ECO-System

ZWAVE SENSORS
Magnet detector can be 
configured to set alarm or 
close the HVAC systems based 
on the customer’s scenarios

Motion detector can be 
defined to set alarm or close 
the HVAC systems based on 
customer’s scenarios 

Smoke detector that trigger Wanderful® 
to disconnect the electricity sockets and 
lights, to prevent Shortcuts, while alerting 
the customer with recommendations such 
as “who to call?” or even call direct with 
our wanderserv®  as part of the special 
prefigured scenario.

Door lock unit can be open/
close  from away or as part of 
the customer’s scenario
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WANDERFUL® - TOUCHWAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Always In Control
The most effective smart 
home management 
system

Easy Customize
Technological innovation.
Adapt to your smart house
system. Create your own
scenes in or on the move.

Robust & Stable
Ensures its use for many 
years. FREE & EASY con-
figuration site

Wanderful ismultilingual
Set it to any languages 
you want such as English, 
German, French, Arabic, 
Hungarian, Russian and 
much more. Regardless of 
the language displayed, 
the system supports 
individual user control and 
time-based programming 
scenarios.

One Hub to rule them all 
Electricity, sensors,  
Security, Hot water, Blinds 
&Curtains, Audio & Video,  
Climate and much more...

Fast & Intuitive
Easy set up and user inter-
face. Operates with IOS & 
Android

AV

SECURITYSCENARIO

LEAVE HOME ARRIVE 
HOME

HOME 
STATUS

ENERGY 
METERING

INTERCOMCAMERASSCENARIO

HOME 
STATUS

LOCK ON LOCK OFF

SECURITY

MEDIA MUSICSCENARIO

ALL AV ON OFF

AV POWER METERING

LIGHTSSHUTTERSSCENARIO

ALL LIGHTS LOCK ON LOCK OFF

HOME STATUS

ALL UNITS

A/C

LIGHTS

SOCKET
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TOUCH WAND FULL SYSTEM

WANDERFULL




